Celebrity Couple Iggy Azalea
& Nick Young Call it Quits

By Stephanie Sacco
Iggy Azalea and Nick Young have called off their engagement.
This celebrity couple have had their ups and downs, including
a recent cheating scandal on Young’s part. According to
UsMagazine.com, it didn’t start off well for this pair.
Azalea told The Daily Telegraph, “[We’d met] a few years prior
to that, and I didn’t know and I hated him.” She continued,
saying, “I thought he was an a–hole.” In celebrity
news, things were looking up when Young proposed to Azalea on
his 30th birthday with a fancy ring! Unfortunately, she had to
postpone the wedding while she was touring. Then came the
cheating scandal where Azalea lost all trust in her man, and

the now celebrity exes have called it quits for good.

This celebrity couple is no more.
What are some ways to re-establish
trust when it’s lost?
Cupid’s Advice:
Trusting a person is hard enough, but when they break that
trust, it’s a long road to trusting them again. Cheating
especially causes a rift in a relationship. Cupid is here to
help:
1. Honesty: If you aren’t being loyal, the least you can do is
admit your faults and come clean. Even if you do something
wrong or hurt your partner, there has to be open and honest
communication. When you lose that kind of connection, there’s
no going back.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Demi Lovato & Wilmer Valderrama
Break Up
2. Slowly let them back in: Don’t go telling them your secrets
and true feelings until you feel like they’ve earned it.
Backtrack into the relationship as if you’re starting fresh.
Never forgive and forget.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Calvin Harris Unfollows Taylor
Swift on Social Media
3. Don’t gloss over it: It’s a big deal if your partner is
unfaithful or has done something untrustworthy. You can’t just
ignore the fact that the trust between you is gone. Tell them
how it really made you feel and that they’re walking on thin
ice, if that.
How would

you reestablish trust in your relationship? Comment

below!

